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1 Introduction

1.1 About this document

1.1.1 Description of the contents
This document describes the netIOT Diagnostics Software 
(NIOT-S-LIC-DIAG, part no. 1350.010) from Hilscher.

netIOT Diagnostics is a netIOT software application for Hilscher Edge
Gateways helping you to ensure trouble-free operation of your OT
infrastructure. It allows the qualification and permanent monitoring of
important network and device parameters, supports the realization of
predictive maintenance and enables a targeted search for failure causes.

This document contains instructions for commissioning, configuration and
operation of the application as well as descriptions of the individual
diagnostic functions and parameters.

1.1.2 List of revisions
Index Date Author Revision
1 2018-08-28 MK Document created

Table 1: List of revisions
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1.1.3 Conventions in this document
Notes, operation instructions and results of operation steps are marked as
follows:

Notes

Important:
<important note>

Note:
<simple note>

<note, where to find further information>

Operation instructions

1. <operational step>
Ø <instruction>
Ø <instruction>

2. <operational step>
Ø <instruction>
Ø <instruction>

Results

 <intermediate result>

 <final result>
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1.2 Legal notes

Copyright

© Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH

All rights reserved.

The images, photographs and texts in the accompanying materials (in the
form of a user's manual, operator's manual, Statement of Work document
and all other document types, support texts, documentation, etc.) are
protected by German and international copyright and by international trade
and protective provisions. Without the prior written consent, you do not
have permission to duplicate them either in full or in part using technical or
mechanical methods (print, photocopy or any other method), to edit them
using electronic systems or to transfer them. You are not permitted to make
changes to copyright notices, markings, trademarks or ownership
declarations. Illustrations are provided without taking the patent situation
into account. Any company names and product designations provided in
this document may be brands or trademarks by the corresponding owner
and may be protected under trademark, brand or patent law. Any form of
further use shall require the express consent from the relevant owner of the
rights.

Important notes

Utmost care was/is given in the preparation of the documentation at hand
consisting of a user's manual, operating manual and any other document
type and accompanying texts. However, errors cannot be ruled out.
Therefore, we cannot assume any guarantee or legal responsibility for
erroneous information or liability of any kind. You are hereby made aware
that descriptions found in the user's manual, the accompanying texts and
the documentation neither represent a guarantee nor any indication on
proper use as stipulated in the agreement or a promised attribute. It cannot
be ruled out that the user's manual, the accompanying texts and the
documentation do not completely match the described attributes, standards
or any other data for the delivered product. A warranty or guarantee with
respect to the correctness or accuracy of the information is not assumed.

We reserve the right to modify our products and the specifications for such
as well as the corresponding documentation in the form of a user's manual,
operating manual and/or any other document types and accompanying
texts at any time and without notice without being required to notify of said
modification. Changes shall be taken into account in future manuals and do
not represent an obligation of any kind, in particular there shall be no right
to have delivered documents revised. The manual delivered with the
product shall apply.

Under no circumstances shall Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation
mbH be liable for direct, indirect, ancillary or subsequent damage, or for
any loss of income, which may arise after use of the information contained
herein.
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Liability disclaimer

The hardware and/or software was created and tested by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH with utmost care and is made
available as is. No warranty can be assumed for the performance or
flawlessness of the hardware and/or software under all application
conditions and scenarios and the work results achieved by the user when
using the hardware and/or software. Liability for any damage that may have
occurred as a result of using the hardware and/or software or the
corresponding documents shall be limited to an event involving willful intent
or a grossly negligent violation of a fundamental contractual obligation.
However, the right to assert damages due to a violation of a fundamental
contractual obligation shall be limited to contract-typical foreseeable
damage.

It is hereby expressly agreed upon in particular that any use or utilization of
the hardware and/or software in connection with
· Flight control systems in aviation and aerospace;
· Nuclear fusion processes in nuclear power plants;
· Medical devices used for life support and
· Vehicle control systems used in passenger transport

shall be excluded. Use of the hardware and/or software in any of the
following areas is strictly prohibited:
· For military purposes or in weaponry;
· For designing, engineering, maintaining or operating nuclear systems;
· In flight safety systems, aviation and flight telecommunications systems;
· In life-support systems;
· In systems in which any malfunction in the hardware and/or software

may result in physical injuries or fatalities.

You are hereby made aware that the hardware and/or software was not
created for use in hazardous environments, which require fail-safe control
mechanisms. Use of the hardware and/or software in this kind of
environment shall be at your own risk; any liability for damage or loss due
to impermissible use shall be excluded.
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Warranty

Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH hereby guarantees that
the software shall run without errors in accordance with the requirements
listed in the specifications and that there were no defects on the date of
acceptance. The warranty period shall be 12 months commencing as of the
date of acceptance or purchase (with express declaration or implied, by
customer's conclusive behavior, e.g. putting into operation permanently).

The warranty obligation for equipment (hardware) we produce is 36
months, calculated as of the date of delivery ex works. The aforementioned
provisions shall not apply if longer warranty periods are mandatory by law
pursuant to Section 438 (1.2) BGB, Section 479 (1) BGB and Section 634a
(1) BGB [Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch; German Civil Code] If, despite of all
due care taken, the delivered product should have a defect, which already
existed at the time of the transfer of risk, it shall be at our discretion to
either repair the product or to deliver a replacement product, subject to
timely notification of defect.

The warranty obligation shall not apply if the notification of defect is not
asserted promptly, if the purchaser or third party has tampered with the
products, if the defect is the result of natural wear, was caused by
unfavorable operating conditions or is due to violations against our
operating regulations or against rules of good electrical engineering
practice, or if our request to return the defective object is not promptly
complied with.

Costs of support, maintenance, customization and product care

Please be advised that any subsequent improvement shall only be free of
charge if a defect is found. Any form of technical support, maintenance and
customization is not a warranty service, but instead shall be charged extra.

Additional guarantees

Although the hardware and software was developed and tested in-depth
with greatest care, Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH shall
not assume any guarantee for the suitability thereof for any purpose that
was not confirmed in writing. No guarantee can be granted whereby the
hardware and software satisfies your requirements, or the use of the
hardware and/or software is uninterruptable or the hardware and/or
software is fault-free.

It cannot be guaranteed that patents and/or ownership privileges have not
been infringed upon or violated or that the products are free from third-party
influence. No additional guarantees or promises shall be made as to
whether the product is market current, free from deficiency in title, or can be
integrated or is usable for specific purposes, unless such guarantees or
promises are required under existing law and cannot be restricted.
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Confidentiality

The customer hereby expressly acknowledges that this document contains
trade secrets, information protected by copyright and other patent and
ownership privileges as well as any related rights of Hilscher Gesellschaft
für Systemautomation mbH. The customer agrees to treat as confidential all
of the information made available to customer by Hilscher Gesellschaft für
Systemautomation mbH and rights, which were disclosed by Hilscher
Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH and that were made accessible as
well as the terms and conditions of this agreement itself.

The parties hereby agree to one another that the information that each
party receives from the other party respectively is and shall remain the
intellectual property of said other party, unless provided for otherwise in a
contractual agreement.

The customer must not allow any third party to become knowledgeable of
this expertise and shall only provide knowledge thereof to authorized users
as appropriate and necessary. Companies associated with the customer
shall not be deemed third parties. The customer must obligate authorized
users to confidentiality. The customer should only use the confidential
information in connection with the performances specified in this
agreement.

The customer must not use this confidential information to his own
advantage or for his own purposes or rather to the advantage or for the
purpose of a third party, nor must it be used for commercial purposes and
this confidential information must only be used to the extent provided for in
this agreement or otherwise to the extent as expressly authorized by the
disclosing party in written form. The customer has the right, subject to the
obligation to confidentiality, to disclose the terms and conditions of this
agreement directly to his legal and financial consultants as would be
required for the customer's normal business operation.

Export provisions

The delivered product (including technical data) is subject to the legal
export and/or import laws as well as any associated regulations of various
countries, especially such laws applicable in Germany and in the United
States. The products / hardware / software must not be exported into such
countries for which export is prohibited under US American export control
laws and its supplementary provisions. You hereby agree to strictly follow
the regulations and to yourself be responsible for observing them. You are
hereby made aware that you may be required to obtain governmental
approval to export, reexport or import the product.

Terms and conditions

Please read the notes about additional legal aspects on our netIOT web
site under http://www.netiot.com/netiot/netiot-edge/terms-and-
conditions/.
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1.3 Documentation overview
The following user manuals are available for the Edge Gateways and the
netMIRROR device:

Title Contents Document ID
User Manual
netIOT Edge Gateway – NIOT-E-TIJCX-
GB-RE (On-Premise)

Installation, configuration and functions of the
NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE gateway

DOC160402UMxxEN

User Manual
netIOT Edge Gateway – NIOT-E-TIB100-
GB-RE (Remote)

Installation, configuration and functions of the
NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE gateway

DOC170501UMxxEN

User Manual
netIOT Edge Gateway – NIOT-E-TPI51-
EN-RE (Connect)

Installation, configuration and functions of the
NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE gateway

DOC170502UMxxEN

User Manual
netMIRROR – NMR-TFE-RE

Installation and functions of the netMIRROR
device

DOC161104UMxxEN

Table 2: Hardware documentation for netIOT Diagnosis

Note:
You can download the documents in PDF format from
www.hilscher.com on the product page of the device.
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2 Brief description of the netIOT Diagnostics application
netIOT Diagnostics is a netIOT software application for the Edge
Gateways
· NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise)
· NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote)
· NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect)

for monitoring and depicting the communication infrastructure of Ethernet-
based OT networks.
By purchasing the NIOT-S-LIC-DIAG Diagnostics license (part no.
1350.010), you can turn your Edge Gateway into a "diagnostic server" that
continuously provides you with information on performance, topology and
status of your Ethernet OT network as well as of individual network nodes
or field devices.
The application's web-based user interface is easily accessible from your
PC, tablet or smartphone – all you need is a standard web browser and an
Ethernet or WLAN/WiFi connection to your Edge Gateway.

Note:
If required, the RESTful API allows you to access the diagnostic
data via your own applications and services. You will find a test
client and documentation of the REST resources on your Edge
Gateway under the URL
https://<Gateway-URL>/diagnostics/doc

Which diagnostic parameters and functions you can actually use with
netIOT Diagnostics depends on which Ethernet protocols your field devices
respectively network participants support (SNMP, ARP, RPC). 
Diagnostic parameters and functions also depend on the mode in which
you are connecting your Edge Gateway to the OT network:
· in Listening mode, i.e. in “passive” mode using the Fieldbus interface

of the gateway
· in Network scan mode, i.e. in “active” mode using the Edge Server via

the Fieldbus or LAN interface of the gateway
· using both modes at once

netIOT Diagnostics | Operating instruction manual
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The following table shows the preconditions for using the most important
diagnostic functions and parameters:

Diagnostic area Diagnostic function/
parameter

Method/protocol Diagnostic mode
Listening
mode*

Network
scan

Both at
once

Network information Logical connections
summary

Frame analysis √ – √

Long-term jitter monitoring Frame analysis √ – √
Monitoring of nominal and
disturbance traffic

Frame analysis √ – √

Topology map SNMP – √ √
Asset information Device lists Frame analysis, ARP, SNMP,

RPC
√ √ √

Device details, firmware
and hardware versions

SNMP, RPC – √ √

Clear text display of
device alarms

Frame analysis √ – √

Long-term monitoring of
device port workload

SNMP – √ √

Automatic monitoring
and notification

Detection of topology
changes

SNMP – √ √

Monitoring of device and
timing behavior

Frame analysis, SNMP √ – √

Address conflict detection Frame analysis, ARP, SNMP,
RPC

√ √ √

Monitoring of device
alarms

Frame analysis √ – √

Frame error detection Frame analysis, SNMP √ √ √
Storage of frame
snapshots

Frame analysis √ – √

* Please note that the NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect) Edge Gateway does not support 
   the Listening mode

Table 3: Functional overview netIOT Diagnostics
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3 Use cases

3.1 Overview
This chapter explains the different ways of connecting your Edge Gateway
to your OT network in order to use the netIOT Diagnostics software.
Note that the type of connection affects which diagnostic mode you can use
(Listening mode or Network scan mode) – thus also determining which
diagnostic parameters and data will effectively be available for you in the
netIOT Diagnostics application. An overview of this can be found in table
Functional overview netIOT Diagnostics [} page 12].

Note also that in both diagnostic modes, the Edge Gateway takes part in
the OT network communication only at "Ethernet level" – not at the level of
process data exchange of the used Real-Time Ethernet protocol (i.e.
PROFINET). Therefore, project planning or configuration of the gateway in
the fieldbus master (i.e. in the IO Controller) is not necessary.

For an overview of the steps that you must carry out in order to commission
and configure a certain use case, please refer to section Commissioning
and configuring netIOT Diagnostics [} page 35].

3.2 Use case 1: Listening mode

3.2.1 Overview
This section describes your options of connecting the NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-
RE (On-Premise) and NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) gateways to your
OT network for using the Listening mode ("passive" connection).

Note:
Please note that the NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect) Edge
Gateway does not support the Listening mode. You can use this
gateway only in Network scan mode (see section Use case 2:
Network scan mode [} page 20]).

In this mode, the gateway only "listens" to the Ethernet frames that are
routed through the gateway, but does not actively partake in the
communication itself.
The Ethernet cables coming from the OT network must be connected
always to the Fieldbus labelled interface of the Edge Gateway, because
only the Fieldbus interface can be switched into "passive" mode for
listening.

netIOT Diagnostics | Operating instruction manual
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Note:
For most use cases, it is best practice to place the Edge Gateway
(respectively the netMIRROR device or the Switch-Mirror-Port)
between the PLC and the first field device of the OT network,
because the amount of frame traffic data is highest there. 
However, a different position might also be useful, depending on
your actual use case.

For an overview of the steps that you must carry out in order to commission
and configure this use case, please refer to section Steps for
commissioning use case 1: Listening mode [} page 36].

3.2.2 Use case 1a: Listening mode via netMIRROR
In this case, you use the Hilscher netMIRROR (NMR-TFE-RE, part no.
7340.100) device as hardware-based “test access point”. 
This is the recommended way of connecting the Edge Gateway in “passive”
mode.
The netMIRROR device “mirrors” the Ethernet data traffic with virtually no
delay (~1 ns) and without affecting the OT network. It can be placed easily
between your PLC and the first field device/switch without further PLC
“engineering”. 
In addition, by using such a hardware mirror, you avoid the risk of traffic
disruption if the Edge Gateway is turned off or configured or if a software
update is performed.

Figure 1: Passive connection of NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) via netMIRROR

netIOT Diagnostics | Operating instruction manual
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Figure 2: Passive connection of NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) via netMIRROR

Ø Connect one of the Network ports of the netMIRROR to the PLC.
Connect the other Network port of the netMIRROR to the switch
(respectively to the first field device of the OT network).

Ø Connect both Mirror-Out ports of the netMIRROR to the Fieldbus ports
of the Edge Gateway.
(You can use “patch” or “crossover” cables. If you change the cable
type or the port of the netMIRROR, you may have to restart the gateway
in order to re-establish the Ethernet link with the netMIRROR.)

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, use the LAN interface of
the Gateway via your local IT network. There are also other ways of
accessing the application, e.g. via WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to
access the Edge Gateway [} page 32]).

For technical information about the netMIRROR device, see user
manual netMIRROR – NMR-TFE-RE, DOC161104UMxxEN.
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3.2.3 Use case 1b: Listening mode via mirror port of a switch
In this case, you connect the Edge Gateway to the mirror port of a switch.

Note:
This variant is not fully suitable for jitter monitoring, since the use of
a switch’s mirror port distorts the timing properties of the frames.
Note also that for network loads greater than 50% bidirectionally on
the OT network, the switch in the mirror port will discard individual
frames. Since discarded frames can distort the diagnostic results,
you should make sure that none of these "frame drops" occur in the
switch. If in doubt, rather use a netMIRROR device.

Figure 3: Passive connection of NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) via mirror port of a
switch
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Figure 4: Passive connection of NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) via mirror port of a switch

Ø Connect the mirror port of the switch to one of the Fieldbus ports of the
Edge Gateway.

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, use the LAN interface of
the Gateway via your local IT network. There are also other ways of
accessing the application, e.g. via WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to
access the Edge Gateway [} page 32]).
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3.2.4 Use case 1c: Listening mode without hardware mirror
In this case, you connect the Edge Gateway directly to the PLC, without
interposed "hardware mirroring".

Note:
This variant may disrupt traffic on the OT network if the Edge
Gateway is turned off or configured, or if a firmware update is
performed.

Figure 5: Passive connection of NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) without hardware
mirror

Figure 6: Passive connection of NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) without hardware mirror
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Ø Connect the PLC to one of the Fieldbus ports of the Edge Gateway.
Connect the other Fieldbus port of the gateway to the switch
(respectively to the first field device of the OT network).

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, use the LAN interface of
the Gateway via your local IT network. There are also other ways of
accessing the application, e.g. via WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to
access the Edge Gateway [} page 32]).
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3.3 Use case 2: Network scan mode

3.3.1 Overview
In Network scan mode, the Edge Server of the Edge Gateway
communicates "actively" with the participants/field devices of the OT
network. The Edge Server thereby uses the following protocols/services to
retrieve various "asset information" from the devices:
· ARP (Address Resolution Protocol)
· RPC (Remote Procedure Call)
· SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)

Which type of device information for netIOT diagnostics can be "scanned"
by the Edge Server ultimately depends on which of these protocols/
services are supported by your OT participants/field devices. A list telling
you which asset information can be scanned by which protocol can be
found in table Functional overview netIOT Diagnostics [} page 12].

The Edge Server is capable of scanning the OT network both via the
gateway's fieldbus interface (a.k.a. cifx0, its RJ45 sockets are labelled
Fieldbus on the front panel) and alternatively also via the gateway's LAN
interfaces (a.k.a. eth0 and eth1, their RJ45 sockets are labelled  and

 on the front panel). Therefore, you could connect the OT network
alternatively to one of the two LAN ports of the gateway (in contrast to the
Listening mode, in which the cables must always be connected at the
Fieldbus interface of the gateway).

For an overview of the steps that you must carry out in order to commission
and configure this use case, please refer to section Steps for
commissioning use case 2: Network scan [} page 37].
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3.3.2 Use case 2a: Network scan at fieldbus interface via switch
For network scanning, connect the Edge Gateway at its fieldbus interface to
the OT network via a switch.
This is the recommended way of connecting the Edge Gateway in "active"
network scan mode.
When using a switch, you avoid the risk of traffic disruption if the Edge
Gateway is turned off or configured or if a software update is performed.

Figure 7: NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) in Network scan mode

Figure 8: NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) in Network scan mode
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Figure 9: NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect) in Network scan mode

Ø Connect one of the two Fieldbus ports of the Edge Gateway to the
switch of the OT network.

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, use the LAN interface of
the Gateway via your local IT network. There are also other ways of
accessing the application, e.g. via the switch of the OT network or by
WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to access the Edge
Gateway [} page 32]).

3.3.3 Use case 2b: Network scan at fieldbus interface without switch
In this case, you connect one of the two fieldbus ports of the gateway
directly to the last field device of the OT network.

If you place the Edge Gateway as last device in an OT network without a
switch, you avoid the risk of traffic disruption if the Edge Gateway is turned
off or configured or if a software update is performed.

Figure 10: NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) in Network scan mode without a switch
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Figure 11: NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) in Network scan mode without a switch

Figure 12: NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect) in Network scan mode without a switch

Ø Connect one of the two Fieldbus ports of the Edge Gateway to the last
field device in the OT network.

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, use the LAN interface of
the Gateway via your local IT network. There are also other ways of
accessing the application, e.g. via WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to
access the Edge Gateway [} page 32]).
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3.3.4 Use case 2c: Network scan at LAN interface via switch
In this network scan variant, you connect the LAN interface of the Edge
Gateway via a switch to the OT network.

Figure 13: NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) in Network scan mode via LAN interface
and switch

Figure 14: NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) in Network scan mode via LAN interface and
switch
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Figure 15: NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect) in Network scan mode via LAN interface and
switch

Ø Connect the switch of the OT network to one of the two LAN interface
ports of the Edge Gateway. (Note: The "Connect" gateway has only one
LAN port.)

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, connect the "free" LAN
interface of the Gateway to your local IT network.

Note:
Since the "Connect" gateway only has a single LAN interface port,
you can, for example, alternatively access the gateway via WLAN/
WiFi. You can find more information on alternative ways of
accessing the gateway in section Ways to access the Edge
Gateway [} page 32].
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3.4 Use case 3: Using both modes (Listening mode and Network
scan)

3.4.1 Overview
To use the full range of netIOT Diagnostics, it is recommended to operate
your Edge Gateway in both modes simultaneously.

For an overview of the steps that you must carry out in order to commission
and configure this use case, please refer to section Steps for
commissioning use case 3: Using both modes [} page 39].

3.4.2 Use case 3a: Connection via netMIRROR and switch
In this case, you use the Hilscher netMIRROR (NMR-TFE-RE) device at
the Edge Gateway's Fieldbus interface for the Listening mode. At the
same time, you connect one of the two LAN interface ports to the OT
network for the "active" Network scan.

Figure 16: NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) in both diagnostic modes with netMIRROR
and switch
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Figure 17: NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) in both diagnostic modes with netMIRROR and
switch

Ø Connect one of the Network ports of the netMIRROR to the PLC.
Connect the other Network port of the netMIRROR to the switch
(respectively to the first field device of the OT network).

Ø Connect both Mirror-Out ports of the netMIRROR to the Fieldbus ports
of the Edge Gateway.
(You can use “patch” or “crossover” cables. If you change the cable
type or the port of the netMIRROR, you may have to restart the gateway
in order to re-establish the Ethernet link with the netMIRROR.)

Ø Connect the switch of the OT network to one of the two LAN interface
ports of the Edge Gateway.

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, connect the "free" LAN
interface of the Gateway to your local IT network. There are also other
ways of accessing the application, e.g. via the switch of the OT network
or by WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to access the Edge
Gateway [} page 32]).
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3.4.3 Use case 3b: Connection via switch with mirror port
In this case, you connect the Fieldbus interface of the Edge Gateway to the
mirror port of a switch in the OT Network for the Listening mode. 
At the same time, you connect one of the two LAN interface ports to the OT
network for the "active" Network scan.

Note:
This variant is not fully suitable for jitter monitoring, since the use of
a switch mirror port distorts the timing properties of the frames. 
Note also that for network loads greater than 50% bidirectionally on
the OT network, the switch in the mirror port will discard individual
frames. Since discarded frames can distort the diagnostic results,
you should make sure that none of these "frame drops" occur in the
switch. If in doubt, rather use a netMIRROR device.

Figure 18: NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) in both diagnostic modes via switch with
mirror port
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Figure 19: NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) in both diagnostic modes via switch with mirror
port

Ø Connect the mirror port of the switch of the OT Network to one of the
Fieldbus ports of the Edge Gateway.

Ø Connect a free port (not one of the mirror ports!) of the switch of the OT
network to one of the two LAN interface ports of the Edge Gateway.

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, connect the "free" LAN
interface of the Gateway to your local IT network. There are also other
ways of accessing the application, e.g. via the switch of the OT network
or by WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to access the Edge
Gateway [} page 32]).
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3.4.4 Use case 3c: Connection via switch without hardware mirror
In this case, you connect the Fieldbus interface of the Edge Gateway
directly to the PLC for the Listening mode, without interposed "hardware
mirroring".
At the same time, you connect one of the two LAN interface ports of the
Gateway to the OT network for the "active" Network scan.

Note:
This variant may disrupt traffic on the OT network if the Edge
Gateway is turned off or configured, or if a firmware update is
performed.

Figure 20: NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise) in both diagnostic modes with switch and
without hardware mirror
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Figure 21: NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote) in both diagnostic modes with switch and
without hardware mirror

Ø Connect the PLC to one of the Fieldbus ports of the Edge Gateway.
Connect the other Fieldbus port of the gateway to the switch of the OT
network.

Ø Connect the switch of the OT network to one of the two LAN interface
ports of the Edge Gateway.

Ø For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway
from your web browser you can, for example, connect the "free" LAN
interface of the gateway to your local IT network. There are also other
ways of accessing the application, e.g. via the switch of the OT network
or by WLAN/WiFi (see section Ways to access the Edge
Gateway [} page 32]).
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3.5 Ways to access the Edge Gateway

Standard access via LAN interface

For accessing the netIOT Diagnostic application in the Edge Gateway from
your web browser, you can connect your PC (or other client device with
web browser) via your local IT network to the "free" LAN interface of the
Gateway. This is the "standard" way of connecting, which is also depicted
in the illustrations of the use cases:

Figure 22: "Standard access" to application via IT network and LAN interface - Example use
case 3a

All you need to do for this is configure the LAN interface of the Edge
Gateway to match your IT network. You will find information on this in
section Configuring IP address of LAN interface [} page 58].

Access via switch of the OT network

If you are using the Network scan mode, you could as an alternative also
connect to the gateway via the switch of the OT network, using the same
cable that is also used for scanning the OT network. Thereby it is irrelevant
whether the network scan is performed via the fieldbus interface or via the
LAN interface. The HTTPS access to the Edge Gateway Manager
respectively to the netIOT Diagnostic application does not disturb the
network scan on the same cable, and can therefore be performed in
parallel.
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Figure 23: Access via switch of the OT network - use case 3a example

Figure 24: Access via switch of the OT network - use case 2a example

For this type of access, you must set an IP address for your client device
(e.g. your PC with web browser) that matches your OT network, and you
must know the address of the fieldbus or LAN interface that performs the
network scan in the OT network.
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Access via WLAN/WiFi

You can also access the netIOT Diagnostics application in the Edge
Gateway via WLAN/WiFi.

Figure 25: Access via WiFi - Use case 3a example

Note:
The "standard model" of the NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote)
Edge Gateway is delivered without WiFi support. If you
nevertheless want to use WiFi with this gateway, you must use the
gateway variant NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE\WL (featuring WLAN/WiFi
support), part no. 1321.201.

For access via WLAN/WiFi, you must configure the WiFi interface in the
Control Panel of the Edge Gateway accordingly.

You will find instructions for this in section Configuring wireless
communication (WiFi) in the user manual of your Edge Gateway
model: 
netIOT Edge Gateway NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise),
DOC160402UMxxEN
netIOT Edge Gateway NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote),
DOC170501UMxxEN
netIOT Edge Gateway NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect),
DOC170502UMxxEN
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4 Commissioning and configuring netIOT Diagnostics

4.1 Overview
The netIOT Edge Gateway is delivered with pre-installed netIOT
Diagnostics software, but without the corresponding license. 
Before you can use netIOT Diagnostics, you must first request the license
file via e-mail from Hilscher. After having received the license file and
having commissioned the gateway (i.e. after having established a
connection to the Edge Gateway Manager web site inside the gateway),
you then have to upload the license file to the gateway. 
Then – depending on your use case – you have to configure the interfaces
and the gateway's Edge Server and then start the required services in the
Control Panel.
Finally, you will have to make some configuration settings in the netIOT
Diagnostics application.

You can perform all these tasks comfortably from your client device (e.g.
PC or tablet with web browser) by using the web configuration GUI of the
Edge Gateway Manager, which you can access via WiFi or the gateway's
Ethernet interface via HTTPS.

For basic information on how to commission your gateway, please
refer to the user manual of the gateway model you are using:
netIOT Edge Gateway NIOT-E-TIJCX-GB-RE (On-Premise),
DOC160402UMxxEN
netIOT Edge Gateway NIOT-E-TIB100-GB-RE (Remote),
DOC170501UMxxEN
netIOT Edge Gateway NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect),
DOC170502UMxxEN

The following sections show the steps that you must perform in order to
commission and configure the netIOT Diagnostics software.
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4.2 Steps for commissioning use case 1: Listening mode
The following table shows the steps that you must carry out if you want to
use netIOT Diagnostics only in Listening mode (“passive” mode).

# Step For details see
1 Request license Section Request license file [} page 40]

2 Establish operational readiness of Edge Gateway
(connect your client device to Edge Gateway
Manager)

Chapter 6 Commissioning the Edge Gateway in user manual
of your gateway

3 Upload license file to Edge Gateway Section Upload license to device [} page 41]

4 Connect the Edge Gateway to the OT network
(cabling)

Depending on use case:

· section Use case 1a: Listening mode via
netMIRROR [} page 14] or

· section Use case 1b: Listening mode via mirror port of a
switch [} page 16] or

· section Use case 1c: Listening mode without hardware
mirror [} page 18]

5 Configure passive mode for fieldbus interface Section Configuring operating mode of fieldbus
interface [} page 44]

6 Start netIOT Diagnostics service Section Start services [} page 49]

7 Create user account for netIOT Diagnostics in
Edge Gateway’s User Management (optional)

Section Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics
(optional) [} page 66]

8 Configure netIOT Diagnostics application Section Configuring netIOT Diagnostics
application [} page 72]

Table 4: Work steps for commissioning the Listening mode
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4.3 Steps for commissioning use case 2: Network scan

Use cases 2a and 2b: Network scan at fieldbus interface

The following table shows the steps that you must carry out if you want to
use netIOT Diagnostics in Network scan mode at the fieldbus interface.

# Step For details see
1 Request license Section Request license file [} page 40]

2 Establish operational readiness of Edge Gateway
(connect your client device to Edge Gateway
Manager)

Chapter 6 Commissioning the Edge Gateway in user manual
of your gateway

3 Upload license file to Edge Gateway Section Upload license to device [} page 41]

4 Connect the Edge Gateway to the OT network
(cabling)

Depending on use case:

· section Use case 2a: Network scan at fieldbus interface via
switch [} page 21] or

· section Use case 2b: Network scan at fieldbus interface
without switch [} page 22]

5 Configure active mode for fieldbus interface Section Configuring operating mode of fieldbus
interface [} page 44]

6 Start services:
1. Start netIOT Diagnostics service
2. Start Edge Server service
3. Start Node-RED service

Section Start services [} page 49]

7 Configure IP Address for fieldbus interface Section Configuring IP address of fieldbus
interface [} page 55]

8 Configure Edge Server Section Configuring Edge Server [} page 61]

9 Create user account for netIOT Diagnostics in
Edge Gateway’s User Management (optional)

Section Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics
(optional) [} page 66]

10 Configure netIOT Diagnostics application Section Configuring netIOT Diagnostics
application [} page 72]

Table 5: Work steps for commissioning network scan mode at fieldbus interface
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Use case 2c: Network scan at LAN interface

The following table shows the steps that you must carry out if you want to
use netIOT Diagnostics in Network scan mode at the LAN interface.

# Step For details see
1 Request license Section Request license file [} page 40]

2 Establish operational readiness of Edge Gateway
(connect your client device to Edge Gateway
Manager)

Chapter 6 Commissioning the Edge Gateway in user manual
of your gateway

3 Upload license file to Edge Gateway Section Upload license to device [} page 41]

4 Connect the Edge Gateway to the OT network
(cabling)

Section Use case 2c: Network scan at LAN interface via
switch [} page 24]

5 Start services
1. Start netIOT Diagnostics service
2. Start Edge Server service

Section Start services [} page 49]

6 Configure IP Address for LAN interface Section Configuring IP address of LAN interface [} page 58]

7 Configure Edge Server Section Configuring Edge Server [} page 61]

8 Create user account for netIOT Diagnostics in
Edge Gateway’s User Management (optional)

Section Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics
(optional) [} page 66]

9 Configure netIOT Diagnostics application Section Configuring netIOT Diagnostics
application [} page 72]

Table 6: Work steps for commissioning network scan mode at LAN interface
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4.4 Steps for commissioning use case 3: Using both modes
The following table shows the steps that you must carry out if you want to
use netIOT Diagnostics in Listening mode (at the fieldbus interface) and at
the same time in Network scan mode at the LAN interface.

# Step For details see
1 Request license Section Request license file [} page 40]

2 Establish operational readiness of Edge Gateway
(connect your client device to Edge Gateway
Manager)

Chapter 6 Commissioning the Edge Gateway in user manual
of your gateway

3 Upload license file to Edge Gateway Section Upload license to device [} page 41]

4 Connect the Edge Gateway to the OT network
(cabling)

Depending on use case:

· section Use case 3a: Connection via netMIRROR and
switch [} page 26] or

· section Use case 3b: Connection via switch with mirror
port [} page 28] or

· section Use case 3c: Connection via switch without
hardware mirror [} page 30]

5 Configure passive mode for fieldbus interface Section Configuring operating mode of fieldbus
interface [} page 44]

6 Start services
1. Start netIOT Diagnostics service
2. Start Edge Server service

Section Start services [} page 49]

7 Configure IP Address for LAN interface Section Configuring IP address of LAN interface [} page 58]

8 Configure Edge Server Section Configuring Edge Server [} page 61]

9 Create user account for netIOT Diagnostics in
Edge Gateway’s User Management (optional)

Section Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics
(optional) [} page 66]

10 Configure netIOT Diagnostics application Section Configuring netIOT Diagnostics
application [} page 72]

Table 7: Work steps for commissioning both modes
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4.5 Configuring Edge Gateway

4.5.1 Requesting and uploading license

4.5.1.1 Request license file

To operate the netIOT Diagnostics application you need a valid license file,
which is not yet included in the device in the state of delivery of the Edge
Gateway.

After having received the gateway, you must request the license from
Hilscher by e-mail at vertrieb@hilscher.com, stating the delivery note ID
number and the MAC address of the device.

Product name (long) of the license: netIOT Diagnostic License
Product name (short): NIOT-S-LIC-DIAG
Part/order number: 1350.010

Send an e-mail to vertrieb@hilscher.com, containing the following
information:
· Subject: Requesting netIOT license
· Product name or part number of license (NIOT-S-LIC-DIAG)
· ID number on delivery note of Edge Gateway
· LAN MAC Address of Edge Gateway (see device label of gateway)
· e-mail address where to send the license file to (if differing from the

address of the requester)

After having received the license file (also by e-mail), you must import it into
the Edge Gateway as described in the following section. 
Then you will have to start the netIOT Diagnostics service in the Control
Panel of the gateway; only then you can access the netIOT Diagnosis web
interface in the Edge Gateway Manager (before that, the netIOT
Diagnostics "tile" in the manager is grayed out).
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4.5.1.2 Upload license to device

Requirements
· You have received the license file from Hilscher. You can recognize the

license file by its *.lic extension.

· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to
commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).

· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to
the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway.

Note:
In the gateway's state of delivery, the default password for the
master administrator (Username: admin) is also admin. On first
log-in at the Control Panel during commissioning of the gateway, a
new password had to be set for the master administrator. 
This new password you must know.

Step-by-step instructions
1. Log-in at Edge Gateway.

Ø Establish an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway, e.g. by entering
the IP address of the gateway into the address bar of your web browser.

Ê The Edge Gateway Manager opens:

Figure 26: Edge Gateway Manager

Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.
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Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username field, enter admin and in the Password field, enter

the password of the gateway's master administrator.
Ê The Control Panel opens, showing the Info Center page:

Figure 27: Control Panel

2. Open License Manager.
Ø In the menu, choose System > License Manager.
Ê The License Manager page opens:

Figure 28: License Manager (no license installed yet)
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3. Upload license file to device.
Ø In the License File area, click Upload button.
Ê A file selection dialog window opens.
Ø On your PC (respectively client device), select the license file which you

have received from Hilscher, then click Open.
Ê The license file is uploaded to the gateway. A Restart Now message is

displayed, asking you to restart the Edge Gateway:

Figure 29: Restart message after upload

Ø Answer the Restart Now message with OK.

4. Reboot gateway.
Ø In the menu, choose System > Reboot. Answer the security question

"Do you really want to reboot ?" with Yes.
ð The Edge Gateway reboots. The netIOT Diagnostics software now

possesses an active license, and you can now start the Diagnostic
service. In the License enabled Software Packages area of the
License Manager, the netIOT Diagnostic is now displayed as licensed
module:

Figure 30: netIOT Diagnostic license in License Manager
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4.5.2 Configuring operating mode of fieldbus interface

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway (Username: admin).

Open fieldbus interface configuration page
Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.

Figure 31: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the credentials of the

gateway's master administrator (Username: admin).
Ê The Control Panel opens.
Ø In the menu bar, choose Network > Field.
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Ê The Field page opens:

Figure 32: Field configuration

Ê In the gateway's state of delivery, the fieldbus interface is set to
"Inactive".

Setting "passive" operating mode for Listening mode

Note:
You must set the operating mode to passive if you want to use the
netIOT Diagnostics application in Listening mode (use cases 1
and 3).

Ø In the Operating mode drop-down list, select the Passive option, then
click Change mode button.

Ê The configuration page shows the new parameters and the following
warning message appears:

Figure 33: Node-RED Warning

Ø Acknowledge the message with Yes.
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Ê After a few seconds the message The field operating mode is
successfully changed! appears.
The fieldbus interface is now in Passive mode and in Operational
state:

Figure 34: Passive Operational

Note:
Make sure that the Passive Mode is indeed set to Operational
state. The netIOT Diagnostics application cannot use the passive
mode when set to Configuration or Docker state.

ð You have set the passive mode for the fieldbus interface. Since the
fieldbus interface is only "listening" in passive mode, further
configuration of this interface (e.g. setting IP address) is not necessary.
You can now proceed to start the netIOT Diagnostic service.

Setting active mode for Network scan

Note:
You must set the operating mode to active if you want to use the
netIOT Diagnostics application in Network scan mode at the
fieldbus interface (use cases 2a and 2b).
You do not need to do this if you want to use the Network scan
mode at the LAN interface (use cases 2c and 3).

Ø In the Operating mode drop-down list, select Active option.
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Ê The configuration page now displays the new dropdown list Active
Firmware:

Figure 35: Active firmware

Ø Keep the PROFINET IO Device setting (even if you are not using
PROFINET in your OT network).

Note:
Either the PROFINET or the EtherNet/IP Adapter firmware must be
loaded into the cifX0, in order to enable the network scan mode for
the Edge Server at the fieldbus interface. Since the gateway does
not partake in the process data exchange of the OT network, only
those parts of the firmware that contain the TCP/IP stack are
required.

Ø Click Change Mode button.
Ê The following message box appears:

Figure 36: Node-RED warning
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Ø Acknowledge the warning with Yes.
ð After a few seconds, the following message appears: The field

operating mode is successfully changed! 
The fieldbus interface is now in active mode. Before you can assign an
IP address to the fieldbus interface, you must first activate the Node-
RED service.
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4.5.3 Start services

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway (Username: admin).

Open service list
Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.

Figure 37: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the credentials of the

gateway's master administrator (Username: admin).
Ê The Control Panel opens.
Ø In the menu, select Services > Service List.
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Ê The gateway's service list page opens.

Figure 38: Service List

Start netIOT Diagnostics service
Ø In the service list (to the left), select Diagnostics entry.
Ê The control elements for starting the Diagnostics service are displayed:

Figure 39: Diagnostics service off

Ø Select Start button and acknowledge the security question with OK.
Ê The green symbol next to the Diagnostics entry in the service list

indicates that the service has been started.

Note:
The service will only be started if you have installed a valid license
(see section Requesting and uploading license [} page 40]).
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Ø Enable the Autostart option, then click Apply button. Acknowledge the
security question with OK. This causes the Diagnostics service to start
automatically on every reboot of the gateway.

Figure 40: Diagnostics service switched on

Start Edge Server

Note:
You must start the Edge Server if you want to use the Network
scan mode (use cases 2 and 3). Thereby it is irrelevant whether
you have connected the OT network to the fieldbus interface or to
the LAN interface for scanning. If you use only the passive Listening
mode for diagnostics (use case 1), you do not need the Edge
Server; and thus do not need to start it.

Ø In the service list (to the left), select Edge Server entry.
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Ê The control elements for starting the Edge Server are displayed:

Figure 41: Edge Server off

Ø Select Start button and acknowledge the security question with OK.
Ê The green symbol next to the Edge Server entry in the service list

indicates that the service has been started.
Ø Enable the Autostart option, then click Apply button. Acknowledge the

security question with OK. This causes the Edge Server to start
automatically on every reboot of the gateway.

Figure 42: Edge Server switched on
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Start Node-RED service

Note:
You must start the Node-RED service if you want to use the
Network scan at the fieldbus interface (cifx0) of the gateway (use
cases 2a and 2b). The Node-RED service is required for loading the
TCP/IP firmware and for configuring the IP address of the fieldbus
interface (cifx0).
If you are using the Listening mode (use cases 1 and 3) or if you
have connected your OT network for the network scan to the LAN
interface (use case 2c), you do not need to start the Node-RED
service.

Ø In the service list (to the left), select Node-RED entry.
Ê The control elements for starting the Node-RED service are displayed:

Figure 43: Node-RED service off

Ø Select Start button and acknowledge the security question with OK.
Ê The green symbol next to the Node-RED entry in the service list

indicates that the service has been started.
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Ø Enable the Autostart option, then click Apply button. Acknowledge the
security question with OK. This causes the Node-RED service to start
automatically on every reboot of the gateway.

Figure 44: Node-RED service switched on

ð After having started the Node-RED service, the fieldbus interface will be
displayed as cifx0 on the address configuration page in the Control
Panel under Network > LAN, and you can now assign an IP address to
it.
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4.5.4 Configuring IP address of fieldbus interface

Overview

If you are using the Network scan mode at the cifx0 fieldbus interface (use
cases 2a and 2b), you must set an IP address for this interface that fits into
your OT network. If you are using a DHCP server in your OT network, you
can use this DHCP service to have an IP address automatically assigned to
the interface.

Note:
You do not need to configure an IP address for the fieldbus
interface if you are using the Listening mode (use cases 1 and 3).

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You have set the Operating Mode of the fieldbus interface to Active
(see section Configuring operating mode of fieldbus
interface [} page 44]).

· You have started the Node-RED service (see section Start
services [} page 49]).

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway (Username: admin).
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Step-by-step instructions
Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.

Figure 45: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the credentials of the

gateway's master administrator (Username: admin).
Ê The Control Panel opens.
Ø In the menu bar, choose Network > LAN.
Ê The LAN configuration page opens:

Figure 46: LAN configuration page
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Ê The cifx0 fieldbus interface is displayed below the LAN interfaces (eth0
and eth1). It is set on DHCP by default.

Note:
The cifx0 fieldbus interface will be visible in the LAN configuration
window only if you have set the Operating Mode in the Network >
Field screen on Active, and if you have started the Node-RED
service under Services > Service List.

Ø If the interface shall receive its IP address from a DHCP server, keep
the preset DHCP option. If the fieldbus interface has already been
connected to a running DHCP service, the address parameter fields are
filled with the assigned address data.

Ø If you are not using a DHCP server, select the Fixed address option
and enter address parameters that fit into your OT network.

Ø Click Save Changes button and answer the warning message with
Yes.

Ê After a few seconds the LAN settings are successfully saved
message appears.

Figure 47: IP Address cifx0

ð You have configured the IP address of the fieldbus interface. You can
now configure the Edge Server for the network scan.
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4.5.5 Configuring IP address of LAN interface

Overview

If you are using the Network scan mode at one of the LAN interfaces (use
cases 2c and 3), you must set an IP address for this interface that fits into
your OT network. If you are using a DHCP server in your OT network, you
can use this DHCP service to have an IP address automatically assigned to
the interface.

You can use the other LAN interface for connecting your client device (e.g.
PC or tablet with web browser) via your IT network to the Edge Gateway for
configuring and operating the netIOT Diagnostics application. (For other
ways of accessing the netIOT Diagnostics application in the Edge Gateway,
see section Ways to access the Edge Gateway [} page 32].)

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway (Username: admin).
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Step-by-step instructions
Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.

Figure 48: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the credentials of the

gateway's master administrator (Username: admin).
Ê The Control Panel opens.
Ø In the menu bar, choose Network > LAN.
Ê The LAN configuration page opens:

Figure 49: LAN configuration page
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eth0: LAN interface/port 1. The corresponding RJ45 socket on the gateway
is labelled with the  symbol. It is set to DHCP by default.

eth1: LAN interface/port 2. The corresponding RJ45 socket on the gateway
is labelled with the  symbol. It is set to a fixed IP address by default.

Note:
The NIOT-E-TPI51-EN-RE (Connect) gateway has only one LAN
interface/port, i.e. eth0 ( ).

Ø Configure the interface that is connected to the OT network:
If you want the interface to obtain its IP address from a DHCP server,
select the DHCP option. If the LAN interface has already been
connected to a running DHCP server, the address fields show the
address data assigned by the DHCP server.
If you are not using a DHCP server in your OT network, select the
Fixed address option and enter an IP address that fits into your OT
network.

Ø Click Save Changes button and answer the warning message with
Yes.

Ê After a few seconds the LAN settings are successfully saved
message appears.

Figure 50: IP address LAN interface

ð You have configured the IP address of the LAN interface. You can now
configure the Edge Server for the Network scan mode.
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4.5.6 Configuring Edge Server

Overview

You must configure the Edge Server if you want to use the Network Scan
mode for your netIOT Diagnostics (use cases 2 and 3). For configuring the
Edge Server, it is irrelevant whether you have connected the OT network to
be scanned at the fieldbus interface or at the LAN interface of the Edge
Gateway. Note that you do not need to configure the Edge Server if you
use only the Listening mode (use case 1).

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway (Username: admin).

· You have started the Edge Server (see section Start
services [} page 49]).

Step-by-step instructions
1. Open netIOT Edge Server Control Center.

Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the netIOT Edge Server tile.

Figure 51: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the identification data of

the gateway's master administrator (Username: admin).
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Ê The netIOT Edge Server Control Center opens.

2. Define IP scan range.
Ø In the menu, choose System > Configuration.
Ê The Configuration page opens:

Figure 52: Edge Server Configuration

Ø In the navigation tree below Configuration, select Scanning entry.
Ê The Scanning dialog window opens:

Figure 53: Scanning (IP address range)

Ø Select Add new scan IP range button.
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Ø Under Start address, enter the lowest address of the IP address range
that shall be scanned in your OT network (e.g. 192.168.0.1). Under
End address, enter the highest address of the IP address range (e.g.
192.168.0.8).

Figure 54: Define IP address range to be scanned

Note:
You can define multiple address ranges, e.g. if individual
addresses/devices shall be excluded from scanning. In the following
example, the two devices with the addresses 192.168.0.9 and
192.168.0.10 will not be scanned:

Ø Leave the value in the Scans to keep in memory field at the preset
default (this parameter is not relevant for the netIOT Diagnostics
application).

Ø In the Timeout between scans (in ms) field, you can define the
interval for the network scans. The smaller this value, the faster the
scanned data is updated. You can leave the value at the preset default.

Ø Select Save changes button.
Ê You have defined the IP scan range (and thus determined the devices

that shall be scanned). In order to apply the new scan range, you must
restart the Edge Server’s "service" (as an alternative, you can also
restart the entire gateway).
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3. Restart Edge Service.
Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.
Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the credentials of the

gateway's master administrator (Username: admin).
Ø In the menu, select Services > Service List.
Ê The gateway's service list page opens.
Ø In the service list (to the left), select Edge Server entry.
Ê The Edge Server dialog window opens:

Figure 55: Edge Server Service

Ø Select Stop button and acknowledge the security question with OK.
Ê The yellow symbol next to the Edge Server entry in the service list

indicates that the service has been stopped.
Ø Select Start button and acknowledge the security question with OK.
Ê The green symbol next to the Edge Server entry in the service list

indicates that the service has been activated again. You can now
proceed to define the protocols for the IP addresses/devices that shall
be scanned.
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4. Define protocols to be scanned.
Ø Go back to the netIOT Edge Server Control Center (you may have to

renew your log-in).
Ø In the menu, select Services > Scanning.
Ê The Scanning page opens:

Figure 56: Scan list

Ø Make sure that the ARP, PROFINET (includes RPC) and SNMP
protocols are selected for all IP addresses (i.e. of the devices to be
scanned). IO-Link is not needed.

Ø Select Save changes button and acknowledge the security question
with OK. (Restarting the Edge Server is not necessary here).

5. Set time-out values for ARP and SNMP (optional).
Ø In the menu, choose System > Configuration.
Ø In the navigation tree below Configuration, select ARP and/or SNMP

entry and change their time-out values if necessary. Click Save
changes button to store the new values.

ð You have configured the Edge Server.
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4.5.7 Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics (optional)
Access to the netIOT Diagnostics application in the Edge Gateway is
protected by a user authentication. The master administrator of the
gateway (user name admin) has always the right to access all functions of
the Edge Gateway, and is therefore allowed for read and write access of
the netIOT Diagnostics and all other required components (like e.g. the
Edger Server). If you know the password of the master administrator, you
can thus log-in as admin and configure and use the application in all ways.
However, it can be useful to create a dedicated user account for the
operator of the netIOT Diagnostics application who is endowed with all
relevant access rights (Roles). 
This section describes how to create such a user account for the netIOT
Diagnostics application.

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway.

Note:
In the gateway's state of delivery, the default password for the
master administrator (Username: admin) is also admin. On first
log-in at the Control Panel during commissioning of the gateway, a
new password had to be set for the master administrator. This new
password you must know.
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Step-by-step instructions
1. Open Control Panel.

Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the Control Panel tile.

Figure 57: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.
Ø In the Username field, enter admin and in the Password field, enter

the password of the gateway's master administrator.
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Ê The Control Panel opens, showing the Info Center page:

Figure 58: Control Panel

2. Define role (i.e. access rights) for netIOT Diagnostics.
Ø In the menu, select User Management > Roles.
Ê The Roles page opens:

Figure 59: Administration of Roles in User Management

Ø Select Create new role button.
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Ê The Add new role dialog window opens.

Figure 60: Add new role

Ø In the Role title field, enter an appropriate name for the role (e.g.
Diagnostics Operator) and then click Add button.

Ê The Add new role dialog window closes.
Ø In the Roles list, select your newly created role.
Ê A list featuring access rights for all resources (software components) of

the Edge Gateway opens:

Figure 61: Defining access rights to resources

Here you can now decide, which access rights you want to assign to the
role:
Ø If the user shall only be able to monitor diagnostics data, but not change

any configuration settings of the application, select Read option under
Access rights for the Services > Diagnostics resource.

Ø If the user shall be able to use all configuration and operating functions
of the netIOT Diagnostics application, select the Read & Write option
under Access rights for the Services > Diagnostics resource.
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Note:
You need Read & Write access for configuring netIOT Diagnostics
and the following operating functions:
- Selecting a "Root Device" in topology (Set as root device button)
- Selecting events to be ignored (Ignore button)
- Deleting "Snapshots" ( )

Ø Select Save changes button.
Ê You have defined a "role" respectively access rights for the netIOT

Diagnostics application. You can now proceed to create the new user,
to whom you will assign the newly created role.

3. Create new user and assign role.
Ø In the menu, choose User Management > Accounts.
Ê The User Accounts page opens:

Figure 62: User Account

Ø Click Create new user account button.
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Ê The Create new user account dialog window opens:

Figure 63: Create new user account

Ø Enter an appropriate user name in the User name field, and select from
the Role drop-down list the role that you have defined in the previous
step. You can leave the E-mail field empty.

Ø Define your user password in the Password and Confirm password
fields. After that, select the Create an account button.

ð The dialog window closes, and the newly created user account for the
netIOT Diagnostics application is displayed in the User Accounts table.
With this account, you have now created your own access to the netIOT
Diagnostics web interface.
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4.6 Configuring netIOT Diagnostics application

4.6.1 Overview
This section provides instructions for configuring your netIOT Diagnostics
application.

Note:
By clicking the small  info icons next to the data fields on the
configuration pages, you can open brief help texts explaining the
parameters.

Requirements
· Your Edge Gateway is ready for operation (for information on how to

commission your Edge Gateway, see user manual of gateway).
· You have installed the netIOT Diagnostics license as described in

section Requesting and uploading license [} page 40].
· Your client device (e.g. PC or tablet with web browser) is connected to

the Edge Gateway via Ethernet-LAN or WiFi and you have established
an HTTPS connection to the Edge Gateway Manager.

· You know the password of the master administrator of the Edge
Gateway (Username: admin) or the user name and the password of a
netIOT Diagnostics dedicated user (if you have created a user account
with Read & Write access rights for the netIOT Diagnostics application
as described in section Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics
(optional) [} page 66]).
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4.6.2 Open configuration page of netIOT Diagnostics application
Ø In the Edge Gateway Manager, select the netIOT Diagnostics tile.

Figure 64: Edge Gateway Manager

Ê The login dialog opens.

Figure 65: Login netIOT Diagnostics

Ø In the Username and Password fields, enter the identification data of a
user possessing full access rights (Read & Write) for the netIOT
Diagnostics application. This can be the gateway's master administrator
(Username: admin). If you have created a dedicated netIOT
Diagnostics user account with Read & Write access – as described in
section Creating user account for netIOT Diagnostics
(optional) [} page 66] – you can use it.

Ê The netIOT Diagnostics application opens with the Dashboard.
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Ø Click the user icon  in the upper left corner to open the user menu:

Figure 66: User menu

Ø In the user menu, click Configuration to open the configuration page.
Ê The configuration page opens with the netIOT Edge Server

authentication tab:

Figure 67: Edge Server authentication
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4.6.3 Authentication – Allowing Edge Server access
In order to allow netIOT Diagnostics to access the data of the Edge Server,
you must "legitimize" Edge Server access on the netIOT Edge Server
authentication tab:

Figure 68: Edge Server authentication

Note:
If you are using netIOT Diagnostics only in Listening mode (use
case 1), you do not need to do this, because the "passive" Listening
mode does not require the Edge Server.

Ø Enter here name and password of a user, who possesses at least the
Read access right for the Edge Server > REST API resource. 
This can be e.g. the gateway's master administrator admin, who has
always full access rights.

Ø Click Save button in the footer.
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4.6.4 Plant information (optional)
In the Plant information tab, you can enter general information about your
plant or OT network. The entries are just "notes" for information purposes
and will be displayed as “read only” on the Plant information tab of the
Network page. The first four lines (ca. 60 characters, depending on your
client device’s browser) of the Plant identification and Contact details
entries will also be displayed as “tiles” in the Dashboard.

Figure 69: Plant Information

Ø Enter the information, then click Save button in the footer.
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4.6.5 Event – Configuring event messages
In the Event tab, you can define which "events" are to be reported by the
netIOT Diagnostics application by means of event messages. 
For each occurrence of an event that you configure here, a corresponding
message will be displayed on the Events tabs of the Network and Devices
pages.

Note:
In each screen of the netIOT Diagnostics application, no matter
where you are in the application, the total number of event
messages is displayed flashing blue in the bottom left corner. 
By clicking on the flashing number, you can open a “message quick
list” and then display further details on the individual messages.

For some event types you can define a "snapshot" to be taken. 
A "snapshot" records the bus communication for a certain period of time
(e.g. 500 milliseconds) and stores the data in a file in nsprj format. 
All snapshots are listed on the Snapshot tab of the Network page, from
where you can download them to your client device (PC or Tablet etc.) in
order to analyze them in detail with the Hilscher netANALYZER Scope
software.

Figure 70: Configure Events

Ø Select the On button if you want the event to be reported by a message.
Ø In the Severity drop-down list, select the degree of urgency (Info,

Warning or Error category) for the event message.
Ø For Jitter and Error Frames events, you can define a Threshold that

must be reached in order to be qualified as an event that needs to be
reported.
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Ø For some event types, you can assign snapshots by selecting the
Snapshot enabled option.

Ø After configuration, click Save button in the footer.
Parameter/Event Description
Jitter threshold exceeded Here you can specify the value of device jitter that triggers a

message, and which severity level it should have.
You can also opt for snapshots to be made for the event.
The measuring of jitter requires the Listening mode.

Error frames Here you can specify the amount of received error frames (RX)
at a device port (per scan interval) that trigger a message, and
which severity level it should have.
The detection of Error Frames requires the Network scan
mode.

Unexpected cycle counter Here you can choose whether a message should be issued if
the missing of a cyclic PROFINET frame is detected, and which
severity level it should have.
You can also opt for snapshots to be made for the event.
The detection of missing cyclic frames requires the Listening
mode.

Topology changed Here you can choose whether a message should be issued if a
change in the OT network topology is detected, and which
severity level it should have.
This can be triggered e.g. by the detection of a new device or
"link down" of a neighboring device. 
The detection of changed topology requires the Network scan
mode.

Address confliction Here you can choose whether a message should be issued if
an address conflict is detected, and which severity level it
should have.
An address conflict can be triggered e.g. by two devices having
the same IP address.

Device changed Here you can choose whether a message should be issued if
changes at/of a device are detected, and which severity level it
should have.
The following events trigger a message:

· New conversation detected (new conversations will also be
listed on the Network tab of the Conversations page).

· New MAC address detected

· IP address of a device has changed

· Subnet mask of a device has changed

· Name of station of a device has changed

· DCP request from a device detected

· PROFINET device startup detected
You can also opt for snapshots to be made for the event.
The detection of “device changes” requires the Listening mode.

Alarm Here you can specify whether a message should be issued if a
PROFINET alarm is detected, and which severity level it should
have.
You can also opt for snapshots to be made for the event.
The detection of PROFINET alarms requires the Listening
mode.

Table 8: Configure events
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Ignored event list

Event messages that are displayed on the Events tabs of the Network and
Devices pages can be acknowledged with special Ignore and Ignore All
buttons. The “ignored” event is automatically added to a so-called Ignored
event list and will no longer be reported for the respective device by the
netIOT Diagnostics application in the future. 
All Ignored event lists created that way are displayed on the Event tab of
the Configuration page:

Figure 71: Ignored event list on configuration page

Use the  button to delete an event from the list. The event will then be
reported again in the future.
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4.6.6 Data source – Configuring data sources
In the Data source tab, you can configure and reset data resources of the
netIOT Diagnostics application.

Figure 72: Data source

Data source Description
Reset data source Use the Reset button to reset the data of the Diagnostics server.

The following data will be deleted:

· Event messages

· Communication connection data in the Conversations lists

· Snapshots
Conversation Here you can define the maximum number of connections (i.e.

communication connections between two devices/network
participants) to be displayed in the Conversations lists.
Note: If more connections are detected in the OT network than
defined here, these surplus connections are not captured or
monitored. If this is the case, a warning note will appear in the
Conversations lists.

Event Here you can define the maximum number of messages to be
displayed in the Events lists. 
Note that this is a ring buffer, i.e. if the maximum number is
exceeded, the oldest entries will be overwritten with the newest
events.

Snapshot Here you can define the recording duration (Time span) of the
snapshots in milliseconds. The maximum number of snapshots that
can be saved is limited to 100 by default. Once this maximum
number has been reached no new snapshots will be saved.
Note: The frame memory available for taking snapshots can hold
max. 100 MBytes of frame data. Since this limit is reached faster
with a high network load (with many frames), the maximum possible
recording time of a snapshot depends on the network load.
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Data source Description
Traffic shape Here you can define the number of "Sample Points" to be displayed

on the Timeline tabs of the Network and Devices pages.
In Network scan mode, each scan creates one Sample Point that is
displayed on the Timeline tab of the Devices page.
In Listening mode, one Sample Point is created per second and
displayed on the Timeline tab of the Network page.

Table 9: Data source configuration

Ø After configuration, click Save button in the footer.
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4.6.7 Backup & restore
In this tab, you can download the current configuration settings of the
netIOT Diagnostics application to your client device (PC or tablet etc.) and
thus "save" it. The configuration file is in dscfg format. You can also
upload previously saved configuration files from your client device to the
Edge Gateway in order to restore old configuration settings.

Figure 73: Backup & Restore

Ø Click Backup button to download the current configuration settings to
your client device. Depending on the browser used, different download
dialogs might open.

Ø Click Restore button to upload a previously saved configuration file
from your client device to the Edge Gateway. Depending on the browser
used, different upload dialogs might open.
Note that your current configuration settings will be overwritten if you
answer the ensuing warning message with Yes:

Figure 74: Restore Confirmation
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5 Functions and parameters of netIOT Diagnostics

5.1 Overview
This chapter describes functions, parameters and operating elements of the
netIOT Diagnostics application. The structure of this chapter follows the
division of the application into three main screens/pages called
Dashboard, Network and Devices.
For a description of the configuration parameters of the application that can
be edited on the Configuration page, please refer to section Configuring
netIOT Diagnostics application [} page 72].

5.2 Dashboard

5.2.1 Dashboard GUI
The dashboard provides an overview of the most important diagnostic
parameters as "tiles" as well as a schematic representation of the OT
network topology.

Figure 75: Dashboard

In the upper left corner (1), you can use the  icon to open the
configuration page of the netIOT Diagnostics application (see section
Configuring netIOT Diagnostics application [} page 72]).
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Note:
Small dots below the tiles (2) indicate that not all tiles can be
displayed on the screen of your web browser, because there is not
enough space. If you click on the little arrow head (3) that appears
when you hover over the edge of the outer tile, you can "scroll"
horizontally to display further tiles. On mobile devices, you can
navigate through the tiles using a wipe gesture.

Next to the  icon in the bottom left corner (4), the current number of
event messages flashes blue. By clicking the icon you can open a
“message quick list” subdivided by severity levels, and then display further
details on the individual messages:

Figure 76: Open event message “quick list” in footer
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5.2.2 Dashboard “tiles”
The "tiles" at the top of the dashboard show various diagnostic information.
What tiles and parameters are displayed depends on the operating mode
you are using.

Tile Description Displayed in mode
Listening
mode

Network
scan

Device statistics Shows the number of devices detected in the OT network
(Total) and the proportion of devices for which event
messages are pending. 
The different degrees of severity of the events are
differentiated by color. Always the highest severity level is
displayed for a device, i.e. if there is a warning (orange) and
an error message (red) pending for a device, the device is
displayed in red.
The proportions of the colorings are the same as in the
topology depiction in the lower part of the screen.
Note: Event messages and their severity level can be
defined on the Event tab of the Configuration page (see
section Event – Configuring event messages [} page 77]).

√ √

Device with worst
unexpected cycle counter

Shows the name of the device with the highest number of
missing Ethernet frames and the number of missing frames.
Clicking the tile leads you to the Conversations tab of the
Devices page of the respective device, where you can
check which communication connection of the device is
affected.

√ -

Device with worst
discarded frames

Shows the name of the device with the highest number of
discarded received Ethernet frames and the number of
discarded frames (RX).
(Frames can be discarded if the load on a device’s port
becomes too high.)
The time reference is the “history depth”, which you can
configure under Traffic shape on the Data source tab of the
Configuration page (in the Number of sample points field,
see section Data source – Configuring data
sources [} page 80]).
Clicking the tile leads you to the Timeline tab of the Devices
page of the respective device, where its port loads and the
time of occurrence of the discarded frames are shown.

- √

Device with worst error
frames

Shows the name of the device with the highest number of
detected received Ethernet error frames and the number of
error frames (RX). 
(Frames with wrong checksum are error frames.)
The time reference is the “history depth”, which you can
configure under Traffic shape on the Data source tab of the
Configuration page (in the Number of sample points field,
see section Data source – Configuring data
sources [} page 80]).
Clicking the tile leads you to the Timeline tab of the Devices
page of the respective device, where its port loads and the
time of occurrence of the error frames are shown.

- √

Unconfirmed events Shows the number of pending (i.e. not yet acknowledged)
event messages (Total) and the proportions of the different
severity levels. 
Clicking the tile leads you to the Events tab of the Network
page, where you can check and acknowledge all event
messages.
Note: Event messages and their severity level can be
defined on the Event tab of the Configuration page (see
section Event – Configuring event messages [} page 77]).

√ √
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Tile Description Displayed in mode
Listening
mode

Network
scan

Device with worst jitter Shows the highest detected jitter of cyclic PROFINET frames
in percent and the name of the concerned device.
Clicking the tile leads you to the Conversations tab of the
Devices page of the respective device, where you can see
Cycle time details of the concerned communication
connection of the device.

√ -

Current network load Shows the current load of the OT network. The value is
updated once per second.

√ -

Device with worst port
load

Shows the highest detected load on an Ethernet port and the
name of the concerned device.
The time reference is the “history depth”, which you can
configure under Traffic shape on the Data source tab of the
Configuration page (in the Number of sample points field,
see section Data source – Configuring data
sources [} page 80]).
Clicking the tile leads you to the Timeline tab of the Devices
page of the respective device, where its port loads are
shown.

- √

Data source status Shows the current operating states of the Network scan
mode and the Listening mode:

 on/running

 off

√ √

Last completed scan Edge
Server

Shows time and date of the last network scan. - √

Plant identification Shows brief ID information about your plant or OT network.
Clicking the tile leads you to the Plant information tab of
the Network page, where you can see the full Plant
identification text.
Note: The Plant identification text can be defined on the
Plant information tab of the Configuration page (see
section Plant information (optional) [} page 76])

√ √

Contact details Shows contact data for your plant or OT network.
Clicking the tile leads you to the Plant information tab of
the Network page, where you can see the full contact
details.
Note: Contact details can be defined on the Plant
information tab of the Configuration page (see section
Plant information (optional) [} page 76])

√ √

Table 10: Parameters in Dashboard tiles
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5.2.3 Topology view
The topology overview in the lower half of the dashboard shows a map of
the logical connections of the devices/participants of the OT network. Each
device is symbolized by a little square. If event messages are pending for a
device, the corresponding square is colored according to the severity level.
Ø A single click on a square opens a new sheet (to the right of the

topology) displaying some basic information about the device
(PROFINET name of station, IP address, MAC address, manufacturer,
highest recorded jitter and configured PROFINET cycle time).
You can make it the "root device" of the topology map by clicking the
Set as root device button. This will affect the depiction of the topology,
i.e. the “root device” will be shown as “starting point” of the topology in
the upper left corner.

Figure 77: Topology view with basic parameters of a selected device

Ø Double-clicking a square opens the Devices page allowing you to
browse through all available tabs of diagnostic parameters of the
selected device.
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5.3 Network

5.3.1 Overview
On the Network page, you will find the diagnostic parameters that refer to
the OT network "as a whole".

The page is subdivided into the following tabs:
· Topology
· Events
· Timeline (requires Listening mode)
· Conversations (requires Listening mode)
· Snapshot (requires Listening mode)
· Plant information

Above each tab, you will find the Number of devices pie chart showing the
number of detected devices in the OT network (Total) and the proportions
of devices with pending event messages.

Figure 78: Number of devices

The pie chart corresponds to the Device statistics tile of the Dashboard
(for more information, see section Dashboard “tiles” [} page 85]).
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5.3.2 Topology
The Topology tab shows a topology view of your OT network. To open the
tab, select Network from the main menu and then the Topology tab in the
navigation menu.

Figure 79: Topology page of Network area

Note:
The topology tab corresponds to the topology view in the
Dashboard, for more information see section Topology
view [} page 87].
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5.3.3 Events
The Events tab shows all event messages grouped by severity level. 
To open the tab, select Network from the main menu and then the Events
tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
Event messages and their severity level can be defined in the
Event tab of the Configuration page (see section Event –
Configuring event messages [} page 77]).
All messages are stored in a ring buffer. The maximum number of
messages to be stored in this buffer (default is preset to 1000) can
be configured under Configuration > Data source > Event (see
section Data source – Configuring data sources [} page 80]). As
soon as this maximum number is reached, the oldest stored
messages are the first to be overwritten by new incoming
messages.

Figure 80: Events

Ø Use the Expand Group button to open a list of the individual messages
belonging to that severity level group. The list is sorted in chronological
descending order.
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Ø Use the Show More button to display further details on an individual
message, e.g. on a PROFINET alarm:

Figure 81: PROFINET alarm in Events list
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Ignoring events

Use the Ignore respectively Ignore All buttons to determine that
corresponding events for the relevant device will no longer be reported in
the future. These events are added to a so-called Ignored event list which
can be viewed and edited under the corresponding event group (e.g.
Device changed) in the Event tab of the Configuration page. To open it,
select  > Configuration > Event:

Figure 82: Ignored event list

Use the  button to delete an event from the Ignored event list. Such an
event will then be reported again in the future.

Confirming events

Use the Confirm respectively Confirm All button to acknowledge
individual or all messages belonging to a severity level group. 
Confirmed messages are moved to the Confirmed list.
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5.3.4 Timeline
The Timeline tab shows the percentage of the different protocols/services
in the total load of the OT network. The data for both ports of the Edge
Gateway's fieldbus interface are continuously depicted "live" in two
timelines by means of bar charts. 
To open the tab, select Network from the main menu and then the
Timeline tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
The network's Timeline requires the Listening mode.

Figure 83: Network Timeline

The X-axis (time axis) shows the time of the "Sample Points", i.e. when the
loads were measured. Measurements are made once per second.

Note:
By default, 60 sample points are displayed (i.e. the time span of one
minute). The oldest sample points are continuously overwritten. 
To configure the number of Sample Points to be displayed, go to
Configuration > Data source >Traffic shape > Number of
sample points (see section Data source – Configuring data
sources [} page 80]).

The Y-axis shows the load in percent, the load share of the individual
protocols/services is represented by the coloring of the bars. The legend in
the footer shows the assignment of the colors to the individual protocols/
services.
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Use the  button to open the Settings dialog window, in which you
can select the protocols/services for which you want the load data to be
displayed in the Sample Points:

Figure 84: Settings

Note:
Ethernet frames with checksum errors are counted as Error.
Other includes all Ethernet protocols/services that are not listed
individually.
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5.3.5 Conversations
The Conversations tab shows details of the communication connections
between the devices/participants of the OT network. 
To open the tab, select Network from the main menu and then the
Conversations tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
The Conversations tab requires the Listening mode.

Figure 85: Conversations

The header line shows the number of detected communication connections
in the OT network (Total conversations) and the surveillance period. 
The surveillance period begins with the last start or reset of the netIOT
Diagnostics server and extends to the present moment. The refresh rate is
every three seconds.

Note:
You can reset the netIOT Diagnostics server under Configuration
> Data source > Reset data source (see section Data source –
Configuring data sources [} page 80]). You can also define the
maximum number of communication connections on the same
configuration tab under Conversations.
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Parameter
Column Description
Source Transmitting device (sender) in the connection, identified by

PROFINET name of station, IP address and MAC address.
Note: The PROFINET name of station is detected on PROFINET
device startup. If the device is not a PROFINET device (e.g. a
switch) or if its name cannot be determined, it is displayed as N/A.

Destination Receiving device in the connection, identified by PROFINET name of
station, IP address and MAC address.
Note: The PROFINET name of station is detected on PROFINET
device startup. If the device is not a PROFINET device (e.g. a
switch) or if its name cannot be determined, it is displayed as N/A.

Protocol Name of the protocol/service of the communication connection. 
In case of PROFINET services, the Frame ID is also displayed.

Frame count Number of frames sent in the communication connection within the
surveillance period. 
In case of cyclic PROFINET connections, the number of lost frames
(e.g. "3 lost“) is also displayed here (in red).

Appeared from - till Shows the time period in which frames were sent.
Cycle time Shows the highest measured jitter in case of cyclic PROFINET

frames (i.e. deviations from the configured PROFINET cyclic time).
Deviations of ≥ 50 % are indicated in red:

Table 11: Parameters in Conversations list
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5.3.6 Snapshot
The Snapshot tab lists all snapshots and allows you to download them to
your client device, or to delete them. 
To open the tab, select Network from the main menu and then the
Snapshot tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
The Snapshot requires the Listening mode.
A snapshot automatically records the bus communication for a
certain period of time (e.g. 500 milliseconds), triggered by a certain
event. The snapshot is stored in a file in nsprj format. You can
define trigger events for snapshots in the Events tab of the
Configuration page. The time span of snapshots can be defined in
the Data source tab of the Configuration page (see sections
Event – Configuring event messages [} page 77] and Data source –
Configuring data sources [} page 80]).
After downloading a snapshot to your client device, you can analyze
the recorded data in detail by using the Hilscher netANALYZER
Scope software.

Figure 86: Snapshots
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Column Description
File name Contains a consecutive number after the first underscore. After the

second underscore, the date and time when the snapshot was taken are
displayed: 
year [yyyy], month [mm], day [dd], hour [hh], minute [mm], second [ss] 

File size (Bytes) Size of snapshot file in bytes.
Operation  Deletes the snapshot file.

 Downloads the snapshot file to your client device.
Table 12: Parameters in Snapshots list
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5.3.7 Plant information
The Plant Information tab shows general information about you plant
respectively OT network. 
To open the tab, select Network from the main menu and then the Plant
information tab in the navigation menu.

Figure 87: Plant information

Note:
The texts that are displayed here can be defined under  >
Configuration > Plant information (see section Plant information
(optional) [} page 76].
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5.4 Devices

5.4.1 Overview
On the Devices page, you will find the diagnostic parameters that refer to
the individual device/participants of the OT network.

The page is subdivided into the following tabs:
· Neighbors
· General (requires Network scan mode)
· Interface
· Events
· Timeline (requires Network scan mode)
· Conversations (requires Listening mode)

On the left of the page, you will always see a list (1) of all detected devices
of the OT network. Each entry shows the device's PROFINET station
name, IP address and MAC address. Select a device from the list to display
its diagnostic details in the tabs.

Figure 88: Page layout in Devices area
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A small symbol on the right side of the device list indicates the operating
status of the device and the level of severity of pending event messages:

 Device is in "normal" operation state, no pending event messages

 Error message pending

 Warning message pending

 Info message pending

Note:
Event messages and their severity level can be defined in the
Event tab of the Configuration page (see section Event –
Configuring event messages [} page 77]).

The header (2) on the page displays further information on the selected
device, like e.g. manufacturer, highest detected jitter and configured
PROFINET cycle time.
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5.4.2 Neighbors
The Neighbors tab shows a schematic representation of the neighborhood
relationships of a device. 
To open the tab, select Device from the main menu and then the
Neighbors tab in the navigation menu.

Figure 89: Neighbors tab Devices page

Ø In the device list on the left, click on a device whose neighborhood
relationships you want to display.

Ê The selected device and its immediate neighbors are displayed as
boxes in the middle of the page (you can recognize the selected device
by the continuous colored border). The color also indicates the
operating status of a device or the severity level of pending event
messages for a device. The physical connections between the Ethernet
ports are also displayed:

Figure 90: Neighborhood topology
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Ø Click on a little port square to display basic technical data of that port:

Figure 91: Open port information sheet
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5.4.3 General
The General tab displays general "system information" which can be read
from the device via SNMP.
To open the tab, select Devices from the main menu and then the General
tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
The General tab requires the Network scan mode. 
The data displayed for the individual system parameters depends
on the individual SNMP configuration of the device.

Figure 92: General

Ø In the device list on the left, click on a device whose "system
information" you want to display.

System up time: Operating time of the device (since the last startup/reset
of the device)

System description: SNMP identification data of the device. 
E.g.: Name, article number (OrderId), hardware revision (HW), firmware
revision (SW) and serial number (SN)

System contact: E.g. name of the administrator responsible for the device

System name: Additional labeling or identification data

System location: Location of the device
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5.4.4 Interface
The Interface tab shows details of the interfaces of the device. The data is
retrieved via SNMP and PROFINET. 
To open the tab, select Device from the main menu and then the Interface
tab in the navigation menu.

Figure 93: Interface

Ø In the device list on the left, click on a device whose interface details
you want to display.
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Interface Parameter Description
General IP address IP address of the interface

MAC address MAC address of the interface
Name of station PROFINET name of station
Vendor ID Manufacturer ID
Device ID Device ID
Order number Article number/order number
Hardware release Hardware revision number
Software release Firmware revision number
Revision counter Revision counter
Profile ID Profile number
Gateway IP address of the assigned gateway
Vendor name Name of manufacturer

port-XXX Port number Number of the port
Port name Name of the port
Description Description of the port
Auto-negotiation
enabled

Auto-negotiation enabled (true/false)

Operational MAU
type

Type of the Medium Access Unit

Propagation delay Transmission delay in nanoseconds
MAC address MAC address of the port
Link status State of the connection (up/down)
Administration
status

Administration status (up/down)

RX bytes Number of received
bytes at the port

Since start-up of device.
Note: These counters can
overflow several times
during device runtime.

TX bytes Number of transmitted
bytes at the port

RX error Number of received error
frames

TX error Number of transmitted
error frames

RX discarded Number of discarded
received frames

TX discarded Number of discarded
transmitted frames

MTU in bytes Maximum Transmission Unit in bytes
Port speed Speed of the port
Cable length Calculated length of the cable to the next connected

port
Table 13: Interface parameters
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5.4.5 Events
The Events tab shows all pending event messages of a device grouped by
severity level (Error, Warning and Info). To open the tab, select Devices
from the main menu and then the Events tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
Event messages and their severity level can be defined in the
Event tab of the Configuration page (see section Event –
Configuring event messages [} page 77]).
All messages are stored in a ring buffer. The maximum number of
messages to be stored in this buffer (default is preset to 1000) can
be configured under Configuration > Data source > Event (see
section Data source – Configuring data sources [} page 80]). As
soon as this maximum number is reached, the oldest stored
messages are the first to be overwritten by new incoming
messages.

Figure 94: Device Events

Ø In the device list on the left, click on a device whose event messages
you want to display.

Ø Use the Expand Group button to open a list of the individual messages
belonging to that severity level group. The list is sorted in chronological
descending order.

Ø Use the Show More button to display further details of an individual
message.
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Ignoring events

Use the Ignore respectively Ignore All buttons to determine that
corresponding events for the relevant device will no longer be reported in
the future. These events are added to a so-called Ignored event list, which
can be viewed and edited under the corresponding event group (e.g.
Device changed) in the Event tab of the Configuration page. To open it,
select  > Configuration > Event:

Figure 95: Ignored event lists

Use the  button to delete an event from the Ignored event list. Such an
event will then be reported again in the future.

Confirming events

Use the Confirm respectively Confirm All button to acknowledge
individual or all messages belonging to a severity level group. 
Confirmed messages are moved to the Confirmed list.

Note:
All messages are stored in a ring buffer for maximum 1000 entries.
As soon as this maximum number is reached, confirmed messages
are the first to be overwritten by incoming new messages.
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5.4.6 Timeline
The Timeline tab shows the load on the ports of a device in percent and
the number of error frames and discarded frames.
Taken into account for this are the received frames (RX). The data is
continuously retrieved by the Edge Server's network scan and displayed as
a curve diagram in the timelines.
To open the tab, select Devices from the main menu and then the
Timeline tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
The Timeline for Devices require the Network scan mode.

Figure 96: Device Timeline

Ø In the device list on the left, click on a device whose timeline you want
to display.

The X-axes (time axes) show the time of the "Sample Points", i.e. when the
data was measured.
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Note:
The data is retrieved from the device by the gateway's Edge Server
via network scan, thus the sample point intervals depend on the
scan intervals of the Edge Server.
You can define the scan interval in the netIOT Edge Server
Control Center under System > Configuration > Scanning in the
Timeout between scans (in ms) field (see section Configuring
Edge Server [} page 61]).
By default, 60 sample points are displayed. The oldest sample
points are continuously overwritten. 
To configure the number of Sample Points to be displayed, go to
Configuration > Data source >Traffic shape > Number of
sample points (see section Data source – Configuring data
sources [} page 80]).

The Y-axis RX network load (%) in the upper area shows the load on the
ports of the device in percent (load of all protocols/services in total). 
The legend in the footer shows the assignment of the colors to the
individual ports.
Ø Place your mouse pointer on a Sample Point (small circle) to open a

tooltip showing the exact time and the measured value:

Figure 97: Displaying data of a Sample Points for Port 1

The Y-axis RX frames in the lower area shows the number of error frames
and discarded frames detected at the device's ports. Here you can also
place your mouse pointer on a Sample Point (small circle) to open a tooltip
showing the exact time and the counted number of erroneous frames. 
The legend in the footer shows the assignment of the colors to the
individual ports and error types.
· Discarded: Frames discarded because of exceedingly high loads
· Error: Frames with checksum error
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Use the  button to open a dialog window, in which you can select
for which ports you want to display data (this is particularly useful if the
device has many ports, e.g. if it is a switch).

Figure 98: Port selection in device's timeline
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5.4.7 Conversations
The Conversations tab shows details of the communication connections of
a device. To open the tab, select Devices from the main menu and then
the Conversations tab in the navigation menu.

Note:
The Conversations tab requires the Listening mode.

Figure 99: Device Conversations

Ø In the device list on the left, click on a device whose "conversations" you
want to display.

The header line shows the number of detected communication connections
of the device (Total conversations) and the surveillance period. 
The surveillance period begins with the last start or reset of the netIOT
Diagnostics server or of the device and extends to the present moment.
The refresh rate is every three seconds.

Note:
You can reset the netIOT Diagnostics server in the Data source tab
of the Configuration page under Reset data source (see section
Data source – Configuring data sources [} page 80]). 
You can also define the maximum number of communication
connections in the same tab under Conversations.
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Parameter
Column Description
Source Transmitting device (sender) in the connection, identified by

PROFINET name of station, IP address and MAC address. 
Note: The PROFINET name of station is detected on device startup.
If the device is not a PROFINET device (e.g. a switch) or if its name
cannot be determined, it is displayed as N/A.

Destination Receiving device in the connection, identified by PROFINET name of
station, IP address and MAC address. 
Note: The PROFINET name of station is detected on device startup.
If the device is not a PROFINET device (e.g. a switch) or if its name
cannot be determined, it is displayed as N/A.

Protocol Name of the protocol/service of the communication connection. 
In case of PROFINET services, the Frame ID is also displayed.

Frame count Number of frames sent in the communication connection within the
surveillance period.
In case of cyclic PROFINET connections, the number of lost frames
(e.g. "3 lost“) is also displayed here (in red).

Appeared from - till Shows the time period in which frames were sent.
Cycle time Shows the highest measured jitter in case of cyclic PROFINET

frames (i.e. deviations from the configured PROFINET cyclic time).
Deviations of ≥ 50 % are indicated in red:

Table 14: Parameters in Conversations list
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